COTTON FIELDS
(Ledbetter)

E
WHEN I WAS A LITTLE BITTY BABY
  A
MY MAMA WOULD ROCK ME IN THE CRADLE
  E            B7
IN THEM OLE COTTON FIELDS BACK HOME
  E              E7
IT WAS DOWN IN LOUISIANA
  A
JUST ABOUT A MILE FROM TEXARKANA
  E            B7            E
IN THEM OLE COTTON FIELDS BACK HOME

(change to key of A)

A
WHEN THEM COTTON BOLLS GET ROTTEN
  E
YOU CAN’T PICK VERY MUCH COTTON
  B7
IN THEM OLE COTTON FIELDS BACK HOME
  E              E7
IT WAS DOWN IN LOUISIANA
  A
JUST ABOUT A MILE FROM TEXARKANA
  E            B7            E
IN THEM OLE COTTON FIELDS BACK HOME
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